Abstract:

Selenium is a portable software testing framework for web applications. Selenium provides a record/playback tool for authoring tests without learning a test scripting language. Selenium Remote Control (RC) is a server, written in Java, that accepts commands for the browser via HTTP. RC makes it possible to write automated tests for a web application in any programming language, which allows for better integration of Selenium in existing unit test frameworks. In this paper we studied and implemented one extension of the Selenium RC tool to execute tests in web applications that involve checking data in databases. This work aspires to contribute to the system quality by reducing the effort during the testing process, since the verification of UI and database elements will be performed at the same time during execution of the test scripts. The basic idea of the project is to reduce the effort to perform testing in a software project, that is, we will be able to execute a highest number of test cases in less time.
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Introduction:

No matter how well you develop the project, it cannot be 100% defect free. Thus every project must be tested thoroughly before it is released to the world. The Selenium framework is considered the most popular open source functional test tool for web-based applications. Here we use the selenium RC automation tool with the extension to test the databases in web applications. Selenium RC is a test tool that allows you to write automated web application UI tests in any programming language against any HTTP website using any mainstream JavaScript-enabled browser.
Selenium Server:

Selenium Server receives Selenium commands from your test program, interprets them, and reports back to your program the results of running those tests. The RC server bundles Selenium Core and automatically injects it into the browser. This occurs when your test program opens the browser (using a client library API function). Selenium-Core is a JavaScript program, actually a set of JavaScript functions which interprets and executes Selenese commands using the browser’s built-in JavaScript interpreter. The Server receives the Selenese commands from your test program using simple HTTP GET/POST requests. This means you can use any programming language that can send HTTP requests to automate Selenium tests on the browser.

Client Libraries:

The client libraries provide the programming support that allows you to run Selenium commands from a program of your own design. There is a different client library for each supported language. A Selenium client library provides a programming interface (API), i.e., a set of functions, which run Selenium commands from your own program. Within each interface, there is a programming function that supports each Selenese command.

The client library takes a Selenese command and passes it to the Selenium Server for processing a specific action or test against the application under test (AUT). The client library also receives the result of that command and passes it back to your program. Your program can receive the result and store it into a program variable and report it as a success or failure, or possibly take corrective action if it was an unexpected error.

Selenese as Programming Code: Here is the test script exported (via Selenium-IDE) to each of the supported programming languages.(eg: Java) In order to understand how Selenium runs Selenese commands by reading one of these examples.

```java
/** Add JUnit framework to your classpath if not already there */
for this example to work */
package com.example.tests;
import com.thoughtworks.selenium.*;
import java.util.regex.Pattern;
public class NewTest extends SeleneseTestCase {
    public void setUp() throws Exception {
        setUp("http://www.google.com/", "*firefox");
    }
    public void testNew() throws Exception {
        selenium.open("/");
        selenium.type("q", "selenium rc");
        selenium.click("btnG");
        selenium.waitForPageToLoad("30000");
        assertTrue(selenium.isTextPresent("Results * for selenium rc"));
    }
}
The Selenium-IDE generated code will look like this. This example has comments added manually for additional clarity:

```java
package com.example.tests;
// We specify the package of our tests
import com.thoughtworks.selenium.*;
// This is the driver’s import. You’ll use this for instantiating a
// browser and making it do what you need.
import java.util.regex.Pattern;
// Selenium-IDE add the Pattern module because it’s
// sometimes used for
// regex validations. You can remove the module if it’s
// not used in your
// script.

public class NewTest extends SeleneseTestCase {
// We create our Selenium test case
    public void setUp() throws Exception {
        setUp("http://www.google.com/", "*firefox");
        // We instantiate and start the browser
    }
    public void testNew() throws Exception {
        selenium.open("/");
        selenium.type("q", "selenium rc");
        selenium.click("btnG");
        selenium.waitForPageToLoad("30000");
        assertTrue(selenium.isTextPresent("Results * for selenium rc"));
    }
}
```
The logic to perform the required validation is done in these methods. Functionalities utilized for the execution is withheld in a Helper Class, contained in Utility-UI.

**Page Object:** Page Objects is the user defined package which contains the methods to access the UI elements (objects) of the webpage using the locators.

**A.Pages:** Webpage under test.

**B.Component:** Component contains the methods to access the UI elements (objects) of the respective component of the particular webpage using the locators Individual unique parts which integrate the webpage.

**C.Toolbox:** Handles the exceptions occurred while locating the page components.

**Common-UI:** Consists of Exception Classes.

Flow of the diagram:

1. Data from the excel report is retrieved by the TestNG class.
2. TestNG class invokes Helper class, which consists of functionalities used for execution of requirements.
3. Helper Class invokes Pages present in ‘Page Object’ Component for retrieving the locators.
4. Pages invoke component class for retrieving the locators of individual elements for the respective page.
5. Exception occurred during the previous step, is handled by Toolbox.
6. Component of the respective page is returned to the Page.
7. If Exception, it is thrown by Exception Class else directly moves to Step 8.
8. Page returns the Page Object to the Helper Class.
9. Helper class can returns the respective Return Type.

**Conclusions:**

The testing automation framework developed by Selenium Webdriver can share the test steps and test data among different testing, such as UI testing and the continuous integration tool used helps in keeping track of daily execution. The implementation of Browsermob Proxy helps in capturing the performance data for web apps (via the HAR format) to analyze the http request and response. It is convenient to switching in various types of testing for web applications. It supports multiple browsers and a variety of operating system. It can be widely used in web application test automation.
Future work:

- Selenium Webdriver to be integrated with sikuli.
- Selenium Webdriver to perform testing on web services.
- Enhancing the framework to make it more reusable.
- Extending Selenium Webdriver for mobile automation.
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